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On the morning of March 23, 2021, the 400m containership
'Ever Given’, wedged athwart the Suez Canal, brought maritime
traffic to a halt in the world's busiest inter-ocean passage, the
Suez Canal, for 6 long days.

By the time traffic through the Suez Canal resumed, more than 400 ships
were waiting: approximately 200 off Port Tawfik, Gulf of Suez, under 200
off Port Said, Mediterranean Sea; and around 50 in the Canal itself. On
April 3, the total queue waiting to transit the Suez Canal still numbered
around 200 vessels.

Subsequently, Suez-delayed ships caused capacity bottlenecks and
queues at far away destination ports. Attention had centered on
economic damage to the already-strained global supply chains and
potential domino effects for the world’s importers, exporters and
manufacturers, and billions of dollars’ worth of international commerce
stranded at either end of the Suez Canal.

Beyond the much-discussed economic disruptions, the protracted shipping
immoblization has extraordinary implications for bioinvasions.
We face the possibility that the vast aggregation may prove to be a superspreader event affecting sites both near and far.

A. Stationary vessels accumulate hull fouling - 2 weeks at anchor off
the SE Levant or, worse, at the Gulf of Suez, are serious bioinvasion
hazards.... Vessels idled in subtropical waters are at extreme risk of
heavy fouling.
B. Post-blockage, the Egyptian government has embarked on further
enlargement (depth and width) to allow for two-way traffic in a southern
section of the canal. The southernmost 30 km of the canal, where the
‘Ever Given’ became grounded, is set to be widened 40 metres and
deepened to 72 feet from 66 feet. The result - more and larger vessels
transitioning the canal, larger volume of Red Sea waters & biota
entering the canal

Much more awaits – COVID impacts on global
maritime shipping and hence on bioinvasions.

A recent study analyzed the effects that the COVID-19 pandemic and containment measures
had on the shipping industry, i.e., number of active and idle ships, and fleet average speed.
An unprecedented drop in maritime transport, across all categories of commercial shipping
occurred from March to June 2020, when the most severe restrictions were in force. In the
second half of March 2020, most Mediterranean cruise terminals partially, or in some cases
completely, suspended operations.

Half a dozen cruise ships have been stranded for up to nine months off Cyprus, lying
around two kilometres offshore.
An armada of ghostly cruise ships clogged the Italian Riviera. Italian environmental
group Legambiente Liguria related that about 100 large cruise ships were parked offshore:
Civitavecchia, Venice, Palermo, and Syracuse

Extended lay-up durations affects the magnitude of biofouling: 13- to 25-fold
difference in biofouling accumulation between 10-days and 28-days of stationary
immersion.

Ships reduced their speed. Specifically, on the Gibraltar-Suez route, Ligurian Sea,
Northern Adriatic Sea, and Aegean Sea, average fleet speed reductions were −5.1%,
−15.3%, −6.0% and −9.5%, respectively. The consequent reduction in average nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) concentrations was widely welcomed as “silver lining” – but the “slow
steaming” (18-20 knots) and even “super slow steaming” (15-18 knots), undertaken for
purely economic motives, constitute a bioinvasion hazard.
Hydrodynamic sheer stress on biofouling organisms is correlated with species’ survival
on exposed hull surfaces, though protected niche areas enable species to survive even at
high speed transits. Slow speed transits and laid-up vessels have been documented to
contribute to the survival of a wider diversity of biofouling organisms.

Containerisation, optimised port infrastructure and operations, and modern
technology for maximising loading efficiency have resulted in containerships
spending less than a day and usually less than 12 hours in a port. Currently, vessels
queue in the vicinity of ports for protracted periods, increasing risk of introduction.
Residence time in port determines the opportunity for the exposure of vessels to
propagules and the likelihood that propagules will be released from vessels.

No global body or regulatory agency is known to be tracking idle/slowsteaming vessel data. The International Maritime Organization has
remained silent throughout about the increased bioinvasion risks.

What should have been done?
Idle ships (in port or at anchorage), or those ‘slow steaming’ for a
period that increases biofouling risk, require mandatory inspection
before reactivation, followed – when applicable – by remedial
drydocking and repainting.

The Contracting Parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Marine
Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean (Barcelona
Convention) adopted in 1995 the Protocol Concerning Specially Protected
Areas and Biological Diversity in the Mediterranean (SPA/BD Protocol)
(United Nations Environment Programme 2019). Article 13 of the Protocol
clearly states “The Parties shall take all appropriate measures to regulate the
intentional or accidental introduction of non-indigenous... species to the
wild and prohibit those that may have harmful impacts on the ecosystems,
habitats or species in the area to which this Protocol applies.... The Parties
shall endeavour to implement all possible measures to eradicate species that
have already been introduced when, after scientific assessment, it appears that
such species cause or are likely to cause damage to ecosystems, habitats or
species in the area to which this Protocol applies.”

